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As Gillian McGillivray points out in her study of late colonial 
and Republican-era Cuba, a comrade-in-arms of Fidel Castro 

once wrote, “Revolution in Cuba means burning sugarcane—it did in 
1868, 1895, and 1930-33, and it did for us” (p. 264). Indeed, from colo-
nial times through the 1959 Revolution, setting cane alight was often a 
profoundly revolutionary act designed to help overthrow a political and 
social order dependent on a single product. Similarly, in a number of 
short-lived rebellions following Cuban independence, insurgents used 
the mere threat of cane burning to demand a share of the island’s sugar 
wealth. But cane fire could also be a practical measure used in more 
subtle negotiations; because burnt cane loses its sugar content if not 
ground immediately, workers occasionally torched sugar fields in order 
to ensure employment and cane farmers did so to guarantee that local 
mills purchase their product. This full range of sugar’s economic, politi-
cal, and social significance for the Cuban nation is the foundation of 
McGillivray’s expertly researched Blazing Cane.

Although scholars often take for granted Cuba’s dependency on 
sugar, none has so aptly centered sugar production, mill towns, and the 
social classes associated with cane cultivation in the history of Cuban 
state formation from colonial times through the 1959 Revolution. 
Anchored in two sugarmill communities, the Tuinucú mill in the central 
province of Santa Clara owned and run by the Rionda family and the 
massive Chaparra and Delicias mills in northern Oriente owned by the 
Cuban American Sugar Company (Cubanaco), Blazing Cane shifts seam-
lessly between local, regional, and national scopes. In an analysis rooted 
in this wide breadth of perspective and exhaustive archival investigation, 
McGillivray demonstrates that cane farmers (colonos) and sugar workers 
helped push the Cuban state through a series of increasingly inclusive 
social compacts, from colonialism (lasting until 1895) to rule based on 
patronage (1899-1933) and finally to populism (1933-1959).

In her first two chapters, McGillivray details the familiar “colonial 
compact,” in which western planters accepted Spanish rule in exchange 
for Spain’s promise to protect slave-based sugar production, and that 
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compact’s revolutionary destruction. Although renegotiated during 
Cuba’s first two independence wars, it was when the agreement’s terms 
were annihilated—slavery was over and Spain could no longer protect 
sugar—that tides turned in nationalists’ favor. An excellent third chapter 
details how, despite Cuba’s “extreme level of revolutionary mobilization” 
during thirty years of independence struggle, U.S. military authorities 
and investors, upon intervention, managed to squeeze Cubans out of 
their national resources, limit Cuban sovereignty, reverse the revolu-
tion’s goals, and push Cuban elites into the role of “middleman” to 
foreign capital (p. 64).

In her innovative approach to Cuban history, McGillivray extends 
this social-contract analysis through Cuba’s Republican years. Her 
fourth and fifth chapters cover the “patrons’ compact,” arguing that 
early twentieth-century American capitalists and veteran Cuban gener-
als, or caudillos, maintained social order and profited tremendously by 
bringing “progress” and “modernity” to mill communities. Although not 
entirely without resistance, workers in company towns accepted a high 
degree of social control in exchange for modern benefits like sanitation 
services, schools, and hospitals. Matrons, in particular, distributed favors 
and the Rionda women, who took charge of charity work at Tuinucú, 
were formally recognized for part in bringing about peaceful “social 
relations” (p. 133).

McGillivray does not claim that shifts between compacts were tidy; 
rather, she deftly points readers to moments of rupture, highlighting 
Cuba’s zigzags between exclusive dictatorship and revolution. In her cov-
erage of General Gerardo Machado’s 1925 successful presidential bid, 
for instance, McGillivray demonstrates that the last caudillo president’s 
election campaign created a brief “populist moment” by leveraging 
rising nationalist sentiment and promising “roads, water, and schools” 
(p. 152). At Chaparra and Delicias, empowered workers and colonos 
seized the opportunity and staged successful strikes, detailed in Chap-
ter 6. Machado’s need to woo nonelite voters faded, however, and his 
presidency became a dictatorship. By the early 1930s, political oppres-
sion and depression-era cuts in jobs, pay, and services finally pushed the 
patrons’ compact to its limits, culminating in the Revolution of 1933, the 
subject of Chapter 7. Fed up with asking for individual favors, workers 
demanded protective state legislation and Ramón Grau San Martín’s 
short-lived government obliged, issuing labor reforms and even briefly 
nationalizing Cubanaco’s holdings. McGillivray maintains that this 
unprecedented level of state intervention in the relationship between 
capital and labor marked the dawn Cuba’s populist period. 

In her final chapter, the least reliant on original research, McGil-
livray argues that 1933 ushered in a period of alternating “authoritarian 
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populism” and “democratic populism” (p. 228). Beginning in 1934, the 
regime of General Fulgencio Batista combined violence and corporatism 
to forcibly incorporate more Cubans into the state. For their part, work-
ers opted to join official unions and engage the state from within. Despite 
what McGillivray calls her “more positive assessment of populism” (p. 7), 
she rightly points out that, with the state claiming —but failing— to 
become social welfare providers, companies like Cubanaco were free to 
abandon philanthropy projects, leaving the countryside largely without 
essential services and exacerbating the rural-urban disparities that would 
eventually help propel Castro into power. According to McGillivray, 
Cold-War state repression emptied “Cuba’s populist compact of much of 
its substance” (p. 228) and, when populism was a mere shell of its former 
self, state unions bastions of corruption, and Batista’s repression at its 
worst, Castro and his July 26 movement took power.

Blazing Cane is a welcome contribution to several fields of scholarly 
inquiry. Historians of Cuba and Latin America alike will appreciate 
McGillivray’s international contextualization, reminding readers that 
caudillismo and populism were experienced across the Americas. While 
some scholars may wish for greater detail on Batista’s regime, a period 
which largely remains inaccessible to scholars, McGillivray brings the 
Cuban story into dialogue with a rich historiography of mid twentieth-
century Latin American dictatorship and populism, starring the likes of 
Rafael Trujillo in the Dominican Republic, Getúlio Vargas in Brazil, and 
Anastasio Somoza in Nicaragua. McGillivray’s case for Cuban confor-
mity to wider patterns is strongest when she points to specific moments of 
transnational exchange, such as Batista’s visit to Mexico under Cárdenas 
where the Cuban dictator witnessed a model of democratic populism in 
action. 

Blazing Cane gives colonos a much-deserved place in Cuban history. 
Arguing against the common assumption that the 1959 Revolution suc-
ceeded in part because Cuba lacked a middle class, McGillivray makes 
a compelling argument for the important role played by colonos as a 
strong, self-identified middling social sector. Additionally, she compli-
cates the argument, standard since Ramiro Guerra y Sánchez’s 1927 
Sugar and Society in the Caribbean, that independent cane farmers in 
western Cuba epitomized the thriving heart of Cuban nationalism while 
colonos in the east, dependent on monopolistic American sugar compa-
nies, were seen as victims of eastern Cuba’s rapid proletarianization and 
American imperialist expansion. In contrast, McGillivray demonstrates 
that eastern colonos, although certainly bound to the company, were 
often at the vanguard of nationalist political movements.

In addition to challenging the east-west dichotomy ubiquitous in 
the historiography of Cuban sugar production, McGillivray throws 
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into disarray scholarly tendencies to label sugarmills either Cuban or 
American owned. The Tuinucú mill, for example, was incorporated in 
the United States, owned by Spaniards, and run by a New York-educated 
Spanish subject whose family was based in Matanzas, Cuba. Even the 
massive Chaparra mill, alternatively hailed and decried as a quintes-
sential example of American-dominated sugar production, was actually 
experienced on the ground as quite Cuban-American, with the caudillo 
general and future Cuban President Mario García Menocal overseeing 
its early development, contracting fellow veterans to farm the land, and 
hiring Cubans in a range of positions.

With Blazing Cane, McGillivray joins a cohort of scholars whose 
work uncovers the ways that popular groups in Cuba utilized inclusive 
nationalist rhetoric emanating from the top in order to secure very 
concrete political and economic gains on the ground. Although, unlike 
others working in this vein, such as Ada Ferrer and Alejandro de la 
Fuente, race is not a central component of her story. McGillivray suc-
cessfully demonstrates that mobilizations of colonos and sugar worker, 
increasingly unified as social classes, made significant demands on the 
Cuban state and helped push it towards broad-based politics over the 
course of the twentieth century. This well written monograph will serve 
as an excellent teaching tool, allowing students to envision the stories 
of women and men living in sugar communities, their profound impact 
on Cuba’s national history, and the international context in which they 
acted.
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University Press of florida. 163 pp. ISBN: 978-0-8130-3363-1.
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El proceso de modernización de Puerto Rico que inició en la 
década del cuarenta ha sido tema de investigación de historia-

dores y científicos sociales. Los trabajos realizados por investigadores 
locales y extranjeros han destacados los diferentes aspectos del proceso: 


